
SPANISH STYLE BULLFIGHTING

Spanish-style bullfighting, known as a corrida de toros tauromaquia or fiesta, is practiced in Spain, where it originates,
Mexico, Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela.

Matadores are easily distinguished by their spectacular and quite costly "suit of lights" traje de luces ,
custom-made and embroidered with silver or golden thread. Most specialists in this form of bullfighting come
from Aragon. Invented the current traje de luces , "suit of light". It is a dangerous activity, and care should be
taken by those who wish to participate. A typical tanda might consist of three to five basic passes and then a
finishing touch, or "remate", such as a "pase de pecho", or "pase de desprecio". In Seville they retain two
teams of muleteros, one to drag out the dead bull and the other to drag out any dead horses this is now just for
tradition. The bull topples over and an assistant runs out to cut its throat. The fundamental pass with the
muleta is the "natural", traditionally meaning a left-handed pass with the muleta without the aid of the sword
to prop it up. A fighting bull is never used in the ring twice, because they learn from experience, and the entire
strategy of the matador is based on the assumption that the bull has not learned from previous experience. The
bulls used for a festivale often have their horn-tips shaved or truncated, a practice that is deprecated by some
writers. Although the matador's final blow is usually fatal, it may take the bull some time to die. The bullring
has a chapel where a matador can pray before the corrida and where a priest can be found in case an
emergency sacrament of extreme unction also known as Anointing of the Sick or Last Rites is needed. The
bull may receive three lances if it is particularly ferocious. But if he has an orange handkerchief hung on his
balcony, the matador will imitate the estocada with a banderilla or with the palm of his hand and the bull will
be "freed". If the picador is successful, the bull will hold its head and horns lower during the following stages
of the fight. This causes further weakening of the neck. A typical tanda might consist of three to five basic
passes and then a finishing touch, or "remate", such as a "pase de pecho", or "pase de desprecio". The corrida
happens to the tune of live-played Pasodobles , many of which were composed to honour famous toreros.
Most matadors have been gored many times. The faena ends with a final series of passes in which the matador
with a muleta attempts to manoeuvre the bull into a position to stab it between the shoulder blades and through
the aorta or heart. The presidente will then give an order to have the bull returned to its pen corral , or, if local
law so requires, to have the bull killed outside the ring. Matadores are easily distinguished by their spectacular
and quite costly "suit of lights" traje de luces , custom-made and embroidered with silver or golden thread.
The faena "job" is the entire performance with the muleta, which is usually broken down into a series of
"tandas" or "series". Having dedicated the bull to an individual or the whole audience, the matador uses his
cape to attract the bull in a series of passes, both demonstrating his control over it and risking his life by
getting especially close to it. In these bullfights the bull would charge the horse and the spectacle was
watching the rider's skill in protecting his horse whilst lancing the bull. Bullfighting was illegal in all Arab
territory, but still, the practice didn't come even close to dying, but became a mark of identity and resistance
for Christian Iberians, especially for the nobility that started using it as a way to gain prestige. This stage is a
mandatory step in the corrida, and regulations require that the plaza judge ensures a certain number of hits are
made before it is completed. Next, the bull enters the ring to be tested for ferocity by the matador and
banderilleros with the magenta and gold capote, or dress cape. Encerronas are bullfights where a matador will
fight six bulls Novilladas are bullfights where younger bulls of two to four years of age novillos and
apprentice toreros novilleros are involved. This also invalidates bulls who have been run in their estate by
illegal fighters maletillas , who in earlier times would sneak into an estate by night to practice their skills. If
the presidente decides that the bull is extraordinarily weak or unwilling to fight, he may order the use of black
banderillas, considered to be a disgrace to the breeder. Tercio de muerte: The bull fatally hit falls to the
ground. They are held for charity purposes. He also notes vision problems, unusual head movements, or if the
bull favors a part of the ring called a querencia, or territory. The matador will stop and look at the presidente.
He enjoys writing about social issues, travel, music and sports. He organized the spectacle in tercios de lidia
borrowed from the theatre. The bull is set free on the street where young men dodge and run away from the
charging animal The Toro de la Vega: This takes place in September at Tordesillas. Animal rights activists
claim bullfighting is a cruel or barbarous blood sport , in which the bull suffers severe stress and a slow,
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torturous death. The bulls used for a festivale often have their horn-tips shaved or truncated, a practice that is
deprecated by some writers. This stage is a mandatory step in the corrida, and regulations require that the
plaza judge ensures a certain number of hits are made before it is completed. If at least half of the spectators
petition the presidente by waving handkerchiefs, the presidente is obliged to award the matador with one ear
of the bull. Stage 2: Tercio de Banderillas[ edit ] The tercio de banderillas In the next stage, the tercio de
banderillas "part of banderillas" , the matador attempts to plant two barbed sticks banderillas, literally "little
flags" as they are decorated with paper in the local colors in the bull's shoulders. They are paid less because
their job takes less skill and less courage. Bull in the arena with banderillas on flanks The placing of the
banderillas may be done by the matadors.


